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Infrared and dielectric spectroscopic techniques are used to investigate the characteristics of two chiral smectics, namely, 1,1,3,3,5,5,5-heptamethyltrisiloxane 1-[4’-(undecyl-1-oxo)-4-biphenyl(S,S)-2-chloro-3-methylpentanoate] (MSi₃MR₁₁) and tricarbosilane-hexyloxy-benzoic acid (S)-4’-(1-methyl-hexyloxy)-3’-nitrobiphenyl-4-y1 ester (W599). The orientational features and the field dependencies of the apparent tilt angle and the dichroic ratio for homogeneous planar-aligned samples were calculated from the absorbance profiles obtained at different temperatures especially in the smectic-A* phase of these liquid crystals. The dichroic ratios of the C-C phenyl ring stretching vibrations were considered for the determination of the tilt angle at different temperatures and different voltages. The low values of the order parameter obtained with and without an electric field applied across the cell in the Sm-A* phase for both smectics are consistent with the de Vries concept. The generalized Langevin-Debye model introduced in the literature for explaining the electro-optical response has been applied to the results from infrared spectroscopy. The results show that the dipole moment of the tilt-correlated domain diverges as the transition temperature from Sm-A* to Sm-C* is approached. The Debye-Langevin model is found to be extremely effective in confirming some of the conclusions of the de Vries chiral smectics and gives additional results on the order parameter and the dichroic ratio as a function of the field across the cell. Dielectric spectroscopy finds large dipolar fluctuations in the Sm-A* phase for both compounds and again these confirm their de Vries behavior.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.95.062704

I. INTRODUCTION

For successful applications of liquid crystals in devices, chiral smectics can play an important role since they possess numerous desirable characteristics over nematics. The chiral smectics in particular when sandwiched in cells have much higher operational speeds due to the interaction of the electric field with the spontaneous polarization as opposed to a relatively weak interaction with the dielectric anisotropy in nematics [1]. The spontaneous polarization arises from the lack of the mirror symmetry (due to chirality) in a plane at right angles to the twofold symmetry axis. The polarization is parallel to this twofold axis and its direction dependent on the applied electric field. The chirality also gives rise to a helical structure with the helical axis being parallel to the layer normal. The helix is unwound by the electric field applied along the twofold axis or by the surface interactions of molecules. In the smectic phases, the rod-shaped molecules exhibit positional order at least in one dimension apart from the orientational order defined by de Gennes [2] in terms of a complex order parameter \(\Phi e^{i\alpha}\). This quasi-one-dimensional translational order is a result of the Landau-Peierls instability theorem [2] which states that the mean square displacement of the smectic layers diverges logarithmically from their equilibrium position due to thermal fluctuations. The uniaxial smectic-A (Sm-A) phase has an average orientation of the long molecular axes defined by the director \(\hat{n}\), which coincides with the perpendicular drawn to the smectic layers, while in the biaxial smectic-C (Sm-C) phase, the director \(\hat{n}\) is tilted by an angle dependent on temperature with respect to the layer normal. If these molecules are chiral, then chiral phases denoted by (*) are formed. In the Sm-A* phase, an electro-optical effect (known as the electroclinic effect) was first observed by Garoff and Meyer [3]. A uniform molecular tilt is induced in a plane perpendicular to the applied electric field \(E\). This plane coincides with the substrate’s plane for a planar-aligned cell, formed by the layer normal and the projection of the tilted director onto this plane. The electroclinic effect can be explained by a model deduced from the Landau theory which predicts linearity between \(E\) and the induced tilt at low electric fields. But the linear behavior deviates as the temperature approaches the orthogonal Sm-A* to tilted Sm-C* transition. This effect is accompanied by the contraction of the smectic layers in magnitude by as large as 13% [4] scaled by the cosine of the tilt angle, resulting in their buckling into first vertical and then horizontal chevron structures [5]. These are visible as periodic stripe domains viewed under the crossed polarizers of a microscope. The chevron structure leads to the appearance of the zigzag defects in the cell. The striped domain textures and the zigzag defects do adversely affect the contrast ratio, acting as roadblocks to the commercialization of smectics in devices.

The impetus to overcome the above problems in smectics led to finding materials with minimal layer shrinkage in their tilted phases. De Vries had reported a material which showed only 1% layer contraction [6] deep in its Sm-C phase and had explained this feature by the noncorrelation model which assumed that stacks of smectic layers are formed in the Sm-A phase with molecules tilted permanently and uniformly in each layer [7]. The experimental x-ray scattering results obtained...
by de Vries and those of Leadbetter and Norris on some new smectic liquid crystals [8] revealed that (a) the layer thickness in the Sm-A phase is much lower than the molecular length and (b) the order parameter observed in the Sm-A phase is much lower than unity. In order to explain these results de Vries proposed a diffuse-cone model for the Sm-A phase in which the azimuthal angle of the molecular directors is distributed onto a cone; the axis of the cone is directed along the layer normal with a finite cone angle [9]. In the Sm-C\textsuperscript{+} phase, however, the azimuthal degeneracy in a layer is lifted as the molecules are azimuthally ordered in a particular direction without affecting the magnitude of the polar tilt angle. Due to the molecular chirality, the azimuthal angles in Sm-C\textsuperscript{+} vary systematically from layer to layer to form a macroscopic helical structure. The azimuthal redistribution of directors takes place when an electric field is applied across a planar-aligned cell in this phase. Some of the antiferroelectric liquid crystals that have been investigated show characteristics of de Vries smectics [10,11].

Figure 1 depicts the schematic representation of the diffuse-cone model in the Sm-A\textsuperscript{*} phase. Some of the materials in Sm-A\textsuperscript{*} called “de Vries smectics” are known to exhibit a large electroclinic effect, a large increase in the birefringence with the field, and a minimal layer shrinkage at the Sm-A\textsuperscript{*} to Sm-C\textsuperscript{+} transition as well as in the Sm-C\textsuperscript{+} phase [4]. In recent years a large number of such mesogens have been synthesized [12,13], with siloxane or perfluorinated segments at the end of side chains (both of which are known to promote increased lamellar order), that exhibit low orientational order due to nanosegregation of the constituents.

In addition to the above model, other alternate models have been suggested in the literature for de Vries smectics. The conformational change model, also known as the zigzag model [14], assumes that the mesogens with tilted side chains and upright cores form a kinked conformation structure. The cluster diffuse-cone model based on the results obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy considers the presence of tilted molecules in clusters. These are useful in explaining the magnetoclinic effect [15]. The interdigitation model proposed by some authors [16,17] states that the mesogens are interdigitated and this leads to low values of the orientational order parameter. The sugar-loaf model based on the Maier-Saupe orientational distribution function is predicted to be in close agreement with the experimental x-ray scattering results on de Vries smectics [18].

In this article, we report the infrared and dielectric studies carried out on two de Vries smectics in order to advance the understanding of de-Vries-ness especially in the Sm-A\textsuperscript{*} phase, which is not fully understood as yet. At present, a number of theoretical models are being tested for explaining an entire gamut of the experimental results. Additional testing of these models using data acquired by other techniques such as IR spectroscopy is timely and important. The two techniques of polarized IR and dielectric spectroscopy are proven to have yielded new results for the orientational order parameter and the tilt angle as a function of the bias field. The polarized infrared (IR) technique provides a direct measurement of the dichroic ratio and the order parameters of the liquid crystal (LC) molecules as a function of the field rather easily which may not be the case with other techniques.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Materials

The chemical formulae of the two compounds, 1,1,3,5,5-heptamethyltrisiloxane 1-[4-(undecyl-1-oxo)-4-biphenyl(S,S)-2-chloro-3-methylpentanoate] (MSi\textsubscript{3}MR\textsubscript{11}) [19] and tricarbosilane-hexyloxy-benzoic acid (S)-4-((1-methyl-hexyloxy)-3'-nitro-biphenyl-4-yl ester (W599) [27], their phase sequences, and their transition temperatures are given in Fig. 2. These compounds were resynthesized by the Stevenson group in Belfast; the synthesis of MSi\textsubscript{3}MR\textsubscript{11} in particular is described in [26]. MSi\textsubscript{3}MR\textsubscript{11} is made up of a biphenyl 2-chloro-3-methylpentanoate core with a trisiloxane backbone while W599 has a tricarbosilane tail. The carbosilane tail can restrain the out-of-layer fluctuations and thus can lead to the formation of a better bookshelf smectic layer structure in the Sm-A\textsuperscript{*} phase.
FIG. 2. The molecular structures of MSi3MR11 (top) and W599 (bottom) with their corresponding phase transition temperatures (MSi3MR11: Cr 16°C-SmC* 47°C-SmA* 59°C-Iso; W599: SmC* 29°C, Sm-A* 43°C, Iso) obtained by polarized optical microscopy at a cooling rate of 1°C/min are specified.

B. Measurements

The polarized IR measurements were performed on MSi3MR11 and W599 compounds, using a Bio-Rad FTS-6000 spectrometer in the 450 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) wave number range. The spectrometer is equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector, a computer-controlled wire grid rotation polarizer, and a hot stage with a temperature stability to within ±0.1°C can be attained for these investigations. A total of 64 experimental scans are averaged to make the signal-to-noise ratio get above 2000 for a 2 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral resolution. The homogeneous planar alignment of LC molecules is achieved as follows: two zinc selenide (ZnSe) windows covered with a thin layer of indium tin oxide (ITO) are used to make a sandwich-type LC cell. The Mylar spacers of 5 μm thickness are used to separate these two overlapping windows. Both windows are coated with a polymer solution RN1175 (Nissan Chemicals), following which the windows are kept in an oven at 250°C for one hour. The windows are rubbed and rubbing directions are antiparallel to each other. The IR spectra are recorded in both Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases with a greater emphasis laid on the detailed measurements being carried out in the former. The dc bias voltages of both polarities (positive and negative) are applied to cells. The polarizer is rotated from an angle of 0° to 180° in steps of 10° for each applied voltage. For each of its positions, the IR spectra are recorded. The Perkin-Elmer GRAMS Research (PEGR) program is used to analyze the intensity and the width of each measured spectral line while the Origin 7.5 program is used to fit each absorbance profile.

Dielectric measurements are carried out using a Novocontrol impedance analyzer in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 10 MHz with an alternating rms voltage of 0.1 V applied across the cell. For dielectric experiments, ITO-coated glass substrates are used and treated in the same way as were the ZnSe windows, in order to obtain the planar alignment of the LC molecules. The sheet resistance of the ITO-coated glass substrate, \(R_s\), is \(\sim 30 \, \text{Ω/□}\), rather high. This resistance is in series with the cell capacitance, \(C\). The time constant of the combination, RC, should normally shift the peak frequency, \(f = 1/(2\pi RC)\), of this parasitic RC arrangement beyond 1 MHz (highest frequency in the experimental window). The experimental results of the measurements should ideally be free from the ITO parasitic effect.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Polarized IR spectroscopy

The infrared studies are performed on cells with ITO-coated ZnSe windows as illustrated in Fig. 3. The infrared spectra of the sample cell consist of several absorption bands; these pertain to the different molecular groups of the constituent molecules of the system. From these spectra, the C-C phenyl ring stretching vibration is chosen to carry out a detailed analysis of the LC system since the transition dipole moment of these vibrations, positioned at 1608 cm\(^{-1}\) for MSi3MR11 and 1605 cm\(^{-1}\) for W599, is approximately parallel to the long molecular axis in each of these compounds. The absorbance profile \(A(Ω)\) for this C-C band is a function of the angle by which the polarizer is rotated under the application of negative and positive dc voltages across a planar-aligned cell. The experimental data as a polar plot of \(A\) vs \(Ω_p\) are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), for different values of the applied dc voltage. A unique absorbance profile is constructed for each applied voltage and is fitted to the equation [20–22]

\[
A(Ω_p) = -\log_{10}[10^{-A_1} + (10^{-A_1} - 10^{-A_2})\sin^2(Ω_p - Ω_o)],
\]

(1)

where the polarizer angle is denoted by \(Ω_p\), minimum and maximum values of the absorbance at different polarizer angles \([A(Ω_p)]\) are given by \(A_1\) and \(A_2\), while the polarizer angle at which absorbance for the phenyl stretching vibration is maximum is represented by \(Ω_o\) (the apparent tilt angle). The dichroic ratio \(R\) (from now on) is defined as \(A_1/A_2\), while the orientational order parameter \(S\) is calculated using the equation derived in Ref. [23],

\[
S = \frac{R - 1}{R + 2}.
\]

(2)

The tilt angle \(R\), \(A_1\) and \(A_2\), and \(S\) for the phenyl band are plotted as a function of the electric field for both
MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and W599 in Figs. 5–9. The dependencies of the above parameters on the applied field for various temperatures is intriguing. In the Sm-$A^*$ at $52.5^\circ$C for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and $34^\circ$C for W599, with an increase in the applied voltage (field = voltage/cell thickness), the tilt angle shows a linear behavior which is due to the electroclinic effect. The shape of the curves starts changing as the LC cell approaches the transition temperature from the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ phase.

The dependence of the tilt angle, the dichroic ratio $R$, and the order parameter $S$ show nonlinearity and eventual saturation, with applied voltage close to the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition temperature. A sigmoidal-type response is seen close to this transition temperature. In the Sm-$C^*$ phase, the tilt angle, the ratio $R$, and the order parameter $S$ increase rapidly with voltage but are saturated at relatively low voltages. An unwinding of the helical structure leads to a large increase in $R$ for both compounds studied here. This increment can be attributed to a decrease in $A_\perp$ and increase in $A_\parallel$ (see Figs. 7 and 8). Minimum absorbance ($A_\perp$) is proportional to the average value of the squares of the projections of transition dipole moments of the phenyl ring in a direction perpendicular to the directors in the tilt plane. The direction of the tilt angle ($\Omega_0$) starts moving to the direction of the molecular tilt and with the unwinding of the helix leads to a decrease in $A_\perp$ and a consequent increase in $R$. This is quite contrary to the normal Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition where the values of $R$ and $S$ especially in the Sm-$A^*$ do not depend on voltage and stay almost constant with field [24]. A simple simulation was performed using Maple software to elucidate our experimental results. The value of $R$ should be less in the de Vries phase than in the unwound state when no voltage is applied to it. $R$ can be calculated from the absorbance profile obtained in the unwound state and integrating it over $\psi$ so that a fictitious distribution of molecular tilt directions is introduced according to the equation given below [25]:

$$A(\Omega_p) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \log_{10} \left(10^{-A_\parallel} + (10^{-A_\parallel} - 10^{-A_\perp})\sin^2 \left(\frac{\psi}{180}\right)\right) d\psi.$$  

On inserting the experimental parameters $A_\perp$ and $A_\parallel$, $R$, and $\Omega_0$ obtained for the unwound state in the above equation, the dichroic ratio at the various temperatures in the Sm-$C^*$ and Sm-$A^*$ phases for the random undisturbed state is calculated. Since the helical pitch of the samples is less than the aperture of the infrared beam passing through them, Eq. (3) is applicable for both phases. The value of $R$ in the undisturbed state comes out to be 3.2 for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ at $50.5^\circ$C and 2.8 for W599 at $31^\circ$C. The results obtained are in accordance with the experimental values. $R$ is found equal to 4 for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and 3.5 for W599 in the Sm-$C^*$ phase. For the Sm-$C^*$ phase, the simulated values slightly deviate from those of experiments. A plausible explanation for the discrepancy between the two is as follows: surfaces in a planar-aligned cell tend to distort the helical structure of the Sm-$C^*$ phase.

Values of the tilt angle with the applied voltage obtained by us show striking similarities in magnitude and response to the tilt angles measured by the electro-optical method [26,27] for both samples. For W599, Shen et al. [27] found the tilt angle saturated at an angle as large as $\sim33^\circ$ [27]; they applied higher electric fields up to $35$ V/μm, while in our case the maximum field applied was $10$ V/μm resulting in a lower tilt angle, fully saturated at $28^\circ$. It has also been proven in the literature that both W599 and MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ are de Vries smectics and they satisfy the criterion of the lower layer shrinkages of 0.73% and 1.75% at $10^\circ$C and $20^\circ$C, respectively, below the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition temperature. The orientational order parameters for both materials are found to be low under zero electric field. The order parameter increases with the field, consistent with the de Vries scenario. In the Sm-$A^*$ phase, azimuthal angles of the molecular directors of calamitic mesogens are disordered. It is natural that for a disordered arrangement, the orientational order parameter is low for a wider distribution of the director orientations, whereas on the application of an electric field in the Sm-$C^*$ phase, the azimuths get aligned in a particular direction and sense. While the layer spacing remains almost constant, the average local directors tilt with respect to the layer normal. Hence the measured orientational ordering of the molecular directors in the Sm-$C^*$ phase along the optical axis is higher than in the Sm-$A^*$ phase.

FIG. 4. Polar plots of the absorbance profiles for the C-C phenyl ring stretching vibrational band for both negative and positive fields at temperatures of (a) $49.5^\circ$C for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and (b) $31^\circ$C for W599. These temperatures correspond to the Sm-$A^*$ phase of these materials at zero field.
B. Recent models of de Vries smectics

Several theoretical models have been suggested to explain the unusual electro-optical response of de Vries smectics, the first being that of the Langevin-Debye model that had originally been proposed by Fukuda [28] to explain the thresholdless switching in tilted chiral smectics. This model was used by Clark et al. [29] to explain the electro-optical properties of de Vries materials C4 and C6. This model assumes that in the absence of an electric field in the Sm-$A^*$ phase at a fixed temperature, the molecules are tilted with a fixed tilt angle and are azimuthally distributed randomly on a cone so that $\langle \cos \varphi \rangle = 0$. When the electric field $E$ is applied, $E$ is coupled to the polarization. The resulting free energy equals $U = -pE \cos \varphi$, where $p$ is the local dipole moment. But the model though partly successful has failed to explain the correct shape of the curves for apparent tilt angle versus $E$ for temperatures closer to the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition. In 2013 Shen et al. introduced a modification to this model and it is now called the generalized Langevin-Debye model [27]. This considers the orientational distribution with a complete azimuthal degree of freedom. In addition, the tilt angle can change with applied $E$ only within a range of values. The free energy has a quadratic term scaled by a phenomenological parameter $\alpha$. This is especially introduced to explain the sigmoidal response of $\Omega_1$ vs $E$. The free energy is expressed as $U = -p_0E \sin \Omega \cos \varphi - \alpha p_0 E^2 \sin \Omega \cos^2 \varphi$, where $p = p_0 \sin \Omega$ is the dipole moment of the tilt-correlated domain.

The apparent electro-optical tilt angle is given by

$$\tan 2\Omega_\varphi = \frac{\langle \sin 2\Omega \cos \varphi \rangle}{\langle \cos^2 \Omega - \sin^2 \Omega \cos^2 \varphi \rangle}. \quad (4)$$

An average $\langle X \rangle$ is written as $\langle X \rangle = \int_{\Omega_{\min}}^{\Omega_{\max}} \int_0^{2\pi} X(\Omega, \varphi) f(\Omega, \varphi) \sin \Omega \, d\Omega d\varphi$, where the mean
FIG. 7. Variation of $A_\perp$ with voltage for a homogeneous planar-aligned cell of 5 $\mu$m thickness. (a) MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and (b) W599.

The field orientation distribution is given by [25]

$$f(\Omega, \varphi) = \exp[-U/k_B T] \int_{\Omega_{\min}}^{\Omega_{\max}} \int_0^{2\pi} \exp[-U/k_B T] \sin \Omega d\Omega d\varphi.$$ 

This formalism is used here to fit the tilt angle obtained from the infrared measurements of MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and W599. The angle in the lower limit $\Omega_{\min}$ is extracted from the experimental birefringence measurements made in the absence of the electric field applied to the cell. The birefringence data are taken from the literature [26,27]. It can be observed from Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) that the experimental data fits to the model quite well. The maximum tilt angle saturated at high fields ($\Omega_{\max}$) is 28.4 for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and 28.6 for W599. The fitting parameter $p_0$, called the local dipole moment (see Fig. 10), increases on cooling from the Sm-$A^*$ phase close to the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition. As the temperature approaches the transition temperature, $p_0$ diverges as the azimuthal angle condenses to values first restricted within a limited range and then it finally condenses to a single value. For W599, values of $p_0$ are similar in magnitude to those obtained in Ref. [27] at temperatures well above the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition temperature. But $p_0$ increases to higher values of the order of $10^3$ at temperatures closer to the Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition. Such large values of the local dipole moment were previously reported by Selinger et al. for TSiKN$_{65}$ and DSiKN$_{65}$ [30].

Another model called the generalized 3D X-Y model [31] has recently been introduced. This gave an explanation for the first-order Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition and of the sigmoidal response observed for MSi$_3$MR$_{11}$ and W599. Using Monte Carlo simulations they demonstrated that polarization as a function of the electric field follows the sigmoidal response for a liquid crystal compound W530 and this feature is attributed to the steric interactions built in a hollow cone of the de Vries smectic $-A^*$ phase.

The model suggested by Zappitelli et al. [32] considers both bulk and surface electroclinic effects in the Sm-$A^*$ phase and analyzes the tilt-dependent layer spacing and the effect of applied electric field on the layer spacing for de Vries smectics exhibiting the first-order Sm-$A^*$ to Sm-$C^*$ transition. These have a low orientational order parameter in agreement with our experimental findings. The order parameter with and
without electric field for both smectic phases shown in Fig. 9 is lower than for the conventional smectics. Such low values of the order parameter were previously observed by Collings et al. [33] for TSiKN65 and DSiKN65 with dyes dissolved in them. They attributed these low order parameters to the segregation of siloxane segments within each layer. Hayashi et al. [34] using Raman spectroscopy found a low order parameter for TSiKN65 both with and without field. They attributed this to a large tilt (\(\sim 30^\circ\)) of the mesogen (treated as a rigid core) from the long molecular axis.

C. Electro-optic response in Sm-\(A^*\) phase

The electroclinic (EO) response arising from the tilt of the mesogen induced by a weak field (sinusoidal signal of amplitude 0.4 V at frequency of 22 Hz applied across a homogeneous planar-aligned cell of thickness 4 \(\mu\)m) has been measured. The planar-aligned liquid crystal cell is mounted in a hot stage. The latter is fixed to the rotating stage of a polarizing microscope with crossed polarizer and analyzer. In the absence of the electric field, the transmitted intensity \(I\) is given by

\[
I = I_0 \sin^2(2\alpha) \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi \Delta n d}{\lambda}\right). \tag{5}
\]

\(I_0\) is the incident intensity, \(\alpha\) is the angle between the optical axis of the cell and the polarizer, and \(\alpha\) is fixed at 22.5° in order to get a maximum change in the intensity of the transmitted light due to a change in \(\alpha\) with field. \(\Delta n\) is the thickness of the sample cell, and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the incident light. When a weak electric field is applied across the cell, a change in the intensity of the transmitted light with angle induced by the field, \(\delta \alpha = \theta_{\text{ind}}\), results in differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to \(\alpha\),

\[
\delta I = 4I_0 \sin 4\alpha \, d\alpha \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi \Delta n d}{\lambda}\right). \tag{6}
\]

On dividing Eq. (6) by Eq. (5), substituting \(\alpha = 22.5^\circ\), and having \(\theta_{\text{ind}} = d\alpha\), we obtain

\[
\theta_{\text{ind}} = \frac{\delta I}{4I}. \tag{7}
\]

\(\theta_{\text{ind}}\) is proportional to the first harmonic EO signal. \(I\) is the dc component of the signal. The electro-optic response given by \(\delta I/4I\) is proportional to \(\theta_{\text{ind}}\). The latter is linearly related to the field in the low-field approximation. The curve so obtained can be fitted to the power-law equation as

\[
\text{EO response} = \frac{B}{(T - T_c)^\gamma}. \tag{8}
\]

\(B\) is the scaling factor, \(T_c\) is temperature of the Sm-\(A^*\) to Sm-\(C^*\) transition, and \(\gamma\) is the power-law exponent that expresses the magnitude of EO response with temperature for temperatures closer to the Sm-\(A^*\) to Sm-\(C^*\) transition. Figure 11 represents the temperature-dependent electro-optical response of W599. The magnitude of \(\gamma\) is found to be 1.59, which lies in between 1.4 to 2, appropriate for the de Vries smectics that exhibit short-range correlations in a smectic layer as well as across the smectic layers and display a weak first-order Sm-\(A^*\) to Sm-\(C^*\) transition. The short-range correlation in de Vries smectics extends from 2 to 3 dimensions as opposed to a conventional two-dimensional (\(\gamma = 1.32\)) fluid as smectic [36].

D. Dielectric spectroscopy

The dielectric loss peak of W599 in a planar-aligned cell in Sm-\(A^*\) is (see Fig. 12) identified as due to the soft mode (SM). This arises from the softening of fluctuations in the tilt.
The relaxation frequency, \( f_R \), of the relaxation process is related to its relaxation time \( \tau \) as \[ f_R = \frac{1}{2\pi \tau} \left[ \sin \left( \frac{\alpha \pi}{2 + 2\beta} \right) \right]^{1/\alpha} \left[ \sin \left( \frac{\alpha \beta \pi}{2 + 2\beta} \right) \right]^{-1/\alpha}. \] (10)

Figure 13 shows a strong variation in the dielectric parameters \( \Delta \varepsilon \) and \( f_R \) in the Sm-A* phase. The relaxation strength increases continuously in the Sm-A* phase and reaches a maximum as the temperature tends to approach in Sm-C* transition. The dielectric relaxation strength is large and is of the order of \( 10^3 \). Such large values were previously reported by some authors \[39,40\]. Also, the decrement in the relaxation frequency is incessant over a broad temperature range in the Sm-A* phase. This result is in stark contrast to the trend exhibited by the conventional Sm-A* phase where sudden jumps in values of the relaxation frequency and the dielectric strength are observed close to the transition temperature \[41\]. The soft mode fluctuations are also very strong and consequently the dielectric absorption in Sm-A* is significantly large-another definite signature of de Vries smectics. Some of the observed features here are similar to those observed by Kocot et al. \[42\] for a siloxane polymer. This may have been the first polymeric chiral smectic studied in the literature to have de Vries characteristics.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, the two materials reported here show de Vries characteristics; these also exhibit a significantly large electroclinic effect and low orientational order parameters in their Sm-A* and Sm-C* phases. The low value of the orientational order parameter (below 0.62) as compared to conventional smectics (~0.8) indicates the absence of long-range correlations. The change in the dichroic ratio, the order parameter with the electric field, points towards the de Vries characteristics. The dependence of the tilt angle on the electric field can be explained by the generalized Langevin-Debye model. The results support the de Vries diffuse-cone model where the tilt angle is confined to lie within a range of values in between \( \Omega_{\text{min}} \) and \( \Omega_{\text{max}} \), the apparent tilt angle varies with temperature/field in between these two limiting values. The change in the tilt angle with the field follows a similar trend.
to what has already been observed through electro-optical experiments. The strong soft mode fluctuations in the Sm-A° are observed as evidenced by a large dielectric relaxation strength signal, which continually increases with decreasing temperature, one of the typical de Vries characteristics. The relaxation frequency softens and eventually goes towards that of the Goldstone mode in the Sm-C° phase. The two different techniques of IR and dielectric spectroscopy yield new results on the order parameter, the dichroic ratio, the relaxation strength, and the frequency of the dielectric processes. The dependencies of these parameters on field and temperature and their interpretations in terms of models advances the understanding of de Vries smectics. These investigations rule out the sugar-loaf model for the de Vries Smectic-A since $\Omega_{\text{min}}$ from the birefringence measurements is much greater than zero. This is 16.9° for $\text{MSi}_{11}$ and 25.6° for $\text{W599}$.
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